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1. Presentation of the Empowerment and SelfPromotion Plan
This section is intended to be used by the trainers and professionals implementing the
Empowerment and Promotion Plan.

1.1. Brief description
The Empowerment & Self-Promotion Plan devotes attention to the promotion and selfpromotion to consolidate and give visibility to the students’ soft skills, properly
evaluated and strengthened, through instruments of empowerment by encouraging the
search for a job suitable to their own profile. The Promotion and Self-Promotion Tool will
provide a detailed description of the intervention in all its phases and activities. It comes
to complement what has been done with the previous outputs, i.e. the assessment of
soft skills (IO2) along the Transeuropean Framework for Core Personal Skills (IO1). It
assists students and prospective job applicants in promoting those skills and creating a
plan for promotion and provides them with the instruments they need to use for
presenting and taking advantage of their soft skills in more effective way. These
instruments are a portfolio/E-portfolio, a video CV, professional social media, and
promotional strategy; and they are described in more details below. The focus of this
Output is the promotion and self-promotion of the soft skills identified, evaluated and
trained by the students following the CoSki21 model.

Aims and final outputs
The aims of the Promotion and Self-Promotion Tool are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make the students aware of the use and the usefulness of a portfolio/Eportfolio;
Create a portfolio or E-portfolio that can be used to showcase the soft skills of
the student and to complement his/her effort to obtain an adequate job;
Make the students aware of the use and the advantages of a video CV;
Create a video CV that complements the traditional CV and showcases his/her
soft skills;
Make the students aware of the power of professional social media and its use;
Create a professional social media profile;
Create a promotional strategy.
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1.2. The structure of the Empowerment and Self-Promotion Plan
The Empowerment and Self-Promotion Plan organized in three different sections:
1. The first section, Presentation of the Empowerment and Promotion Plan, of
which this chapter is an integral part, introduces and presents the outpu and
describes purposes, approaches and the proposed pathway;
2. The second section, Guidelines for the Management of Activities, describes the
administration and the steps of this pathway and for each step the activities and
the tools to use. For each activity, we will elaborate a specific sheet where one
will find all the information necessary for the management and some
recommendations for the staff involved in order to highlight some suggestions
and operative lines useful for the delivery of the activities.
3. The third section, Operational Tools, contains all the tools. They are divided into
different type of user and output: used by students during the activities; used by
the professional (e.g. trainer) for the management and evaluation of activities
carried out; used for creating and updating the individual folder, for tools that
trainers and students will fill in, aimed to collect and update the final output of
the Promotion and Self-Promotion model.
4.

1.3. The Coski21 set of priority soft skills
According to recent studies (McKinsey 2014; WEF 2015; OECD 2016) there are gaps in
certain personal skills of graduates which prevent them from performing in an optimal
way.
Based on a qualitative survey among the partners and on literature survey at European
level, the project partnership has identified the top eight soft skills considered as most
important for the professional career development of students and to manage the
working life. They are the following
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Communication
Teamwork
Initiative
Customer orientation
Planning and organisation
Self confidence
Flexibility
Learning and exploiting new skills
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9.

1.4. The pedagogical model
1.4.1. A portfolio of skills for promotion and self-promotion
Students are able to build their learning within a personal learning system allowing them
to develop reflexive practice and include other formal and informal learning episodes.
The portfolio approach is consistent with a social constructivist pedagogical foundation.
All models have more or less common themes, including the importance of
• new knowledge as building upon the foundation of previous learning,
• context in shaping learners’ knowledge development,
• learning as an active rather than passive process,
• language and other social tools in constructing knowledge,
• metacognition and evaluation as a means to develop learners’ capacity to assess
their own learning,
• learning environment as learner-centred and stressing the importance of
multiple perspectives,
• knowledge needing to be subject to social discussion, validation, and application
in real world contexts”1
Constructivism — particularly in its "social" forms — suggests that the learner is much
more actively involved in a joint enterprise with the teacher or instructor to develop new
meaning and new skills. Using the portfolio approach requires making “learning” the
central theme of any class or training session. Instructors can persuade students to
appreciate and understand their own learning processes and experiences more
completely. In essence, E-portfolios make learning visible to the learner and to others.
However, portfolios help to facilitate, support and enhance learning only when the
instructor adopts a pedagogy that puts emphasis on some, or preferably all, of the
following:
• formative assessment
• reflection
• evidence-based learning
• collaboration
• learning management
• seeing connections in learning.

1 - Anderson, T., & Dron, J. (2011). Three generations of distance education pedagogy. International Review of Research in
Online and Distance Learning (IRRODL), 12(3), 80-97. Retrieved from
http://www.irrodl.org/index.php/irrodl/article/view/890
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1.4.2. Use of the portfolio of skills
Use to manage employability and vocational development
Students can develop their employability and their vocational development in the
process of developing an E-portfolio by reviewing and reflecting on their achievements,
their soft skills and how they relate to what an employer requires. They can then
communicate their attributes, skills and experience to employers in a format and a
language that employers will understand and respond to. E-portfolios are a way of
demonstrating evidence of ‘softer skills’ to employers, such as teamwork and
communication skills2.
Employability is a very strong incentive for learners to engage with the E-portfolio. The
use of E-portfolios for presentation for employment has been found to be useful when
looking for a job. Some students felt that having an E-portfolio gave them an edge when
it came to applying for jobs, especially for jobs abroad.

Use by employers
In addition to a resume or college transcript, many employers stated that an electronic
portfolio would be useful to them in ensuring that job applicants have the knowledge
and skills they need to succeed in their company or organization.

Use for career development
The link between personal development plan and employability is the acquisition,
articulation and collection of evidence of key skills and attributes. Employers expect
students to be able to define and explain the skills and attributes that they have, and to
be able to communicate and provide evidence of the development of them. Engaging in
personal development enables learners to identify the development of their skills and
attributes, and to collect and present evidence of that development.

2 - Stefani et al 2007. The educational potentials of E-portfolios: Supporting personal development and reflective learning.
Routledge Publications, London & NY
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2. Guidelines for Managing the Activities and
Processes
This handbook is to be used by the job/career guidance counsellors and professionals
that will apply the path. It contains information for the intermediary and tools that can
be directly implemented by the final beneficiary.

2.1 Steps and activities
Step 1 – Creation of a portfolio/E-portfolio. Students will create a portfolio/E-portfolio
to showcase their soft skills. Before they start, trainers should use the activities
described below to make the connection between soft skills and portfolios and review
existing portfolios and video CVs.
Step 2 – Creation of video CV. Students will create a video CV to complement their skills
and their job applications.
Step 3 – Creation of professional social profile. Students will create a professional social
media profile to promote their skills, knowledge experience and abilities.
Step 4 – Creation of promotional plan. Students will create a plan to promote their
skills. For this step a document called “Building a Soft Skills Self-Promotion Strategy” has
been developed.
The final output will be the E-portfolio/portfolio that demonstrates the student’s soft
skills and its relation to the job market together with the video CV, the professional
social media profile and the promotional strategy.

2.2 Introducing the portfolio
2.2.1 Soft skills
All twelve soft skills mentioned in section 1.3.2 can be included in the portfolio.
Participants will be able to create a section that includes all the skills and upload
documents and other artefacts as evidence to support the achievement of these skills.
Why a portfolio?
There are several benefits from creating a portfolio. The benefits can be summarised as
follows:
• Students will have a record of personal learning with documents that prove
formal and informal learning.
• They will be able to demonstrate professional growth and show a commitment
to continued learning.
7
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•
•
•
•
•
•

They will have an organized collection of evidence that can be used as a job
search tool if needed.
They will have a tool to showcase skills and knowledge to their employers when
seeking a new position or a promotion.
They will be able to identify strengths and/or weaknesses to help with future
professional development decisions.
They will be able to assess strengths and make more informed decisions on
career options.
Potential employees will have the opportunity to explore more fully who they
are and what they know and can do.
Human Resource specialists will have an effective tool to match employees to
job position. They will be able to identify strengths and/or weaknesses to help
the staff with future professional development decisions.

2.2.2 Process
If the students are not familiar with the concept of competences and portfolio of
competences, several activities can be implemented, preferably in a group, in order to
make them aware of skills and competences. It is important to go beyond the traditional
approach that is centred on subjects (such as mathematics, English, biology...) and
grades. The portfolio will allow illustrating the experiences of the student.
Below are some suggestions of activities. Depending on the time available, one or
several activities can be proposed. They can be adapted or replaced others according to
the preferences and confidence of the tutor.

2.2.3 Activities
The activities presented here are to demonstrate the importance and use of soft skills.
They can be used as an introductory tool to showcase the connection of the soft skills to
the portfolio and CV. Trainers should use these activities together with the students to
review existing portfolios, get ideas and discuss the best ways of demonstrating their
soft skills. However, trainers and professional are free to use any other activities which
reach the same result.
Activity 1: Organising a skill market
Objective: understanding the meaning and importance of skills
Duration: 1 h
This activity will take the concept of competence and skill in a broad meaning. It includes
a classification and exchange of skills.
Prepare a set of skills on cards (one skill per card). The list will contain the twelve priority
skills plus other skills.
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Option 1
•

Distribute to each person a package of all skills and ask to make a classification
into three piles (acquired, being acquired, not acquired).

•

Ask to order them from the most important to least important.

•

Exchange in small groups of two or three students about the proposed
classifications, ask about skills before conducting a full group discussion.

Option 2
•

Mix all skills; distribute 3-5 per person.

•

Launch a skills' barter. The objective being for each participant to constitute the
winning set, consisting of three to five skills that seem most important to
him/her.

•

Leave the market atmosphere settle until everyone gets his set of desired skills.

•

Discuss the results in small groups of two or three and then with the whole
group.

Activity 2: Compare CVs, portfolios and Skills
Duration: 1 h
Choose a CV from your database, or pick one from the Internet (make it anonymous if
needed).
Analyse the CV and extract the suggested skills.
Compare various CVs.
Highlight the limitations of the information provided by the CV.
Analyse a portfolio of skills (e.g. taken from e.g. LinkedIn)
How are the skills presented and developed, in what forms?
Activity 3: How can we show and illustrate a skill, how can we promote it?
Duration: 1 h
Work in groups of four.
What forms can the skills take? How can I communicate on my skills?
Each participant explains to the small group:
•

skills that s/he has

•

How they have been acquired?

•

In which context they have been acquired

•

How they can be used in other contexts?
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Activity 4: Activity about learning
Duration: 1 h
An activity about learning can be linked to the activity 1 “Organising a skills market”. It
can include:
•

a questionnaire on the modalities of learning, focusing on each individual and
followed by a common analysis

•

a debate around learning

•

a discussion on the concept of skills: What did I learn? What do I learn? What do
I want to learn? What do I need to learn? Where? When?
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2.3 General instruction for the involved professionals
This document provides a thorough justification of the tools for the promotion of the
students’ soft skills together with detailed guidelines on how to use the tools.
The first step should be the portfolio/E-portfolio. Implementing an E-portfolio requires
time and knowledge of ICT. The document provides a variety of tools, all of them freely
available, for professionals to introduce to the students. Trainers should make sure that
they are familiar with the tool that they chose to use and it is recommended to use an
ICT expert if available. If time is not enough for the completion of the task, it is
recommended to suggest to the students to work on their portfolio at their own time.
The trainer can review and provide guidance and assistance in the following session.
Regarding the video CV, the document provides all the necessary information in section
3 such us equipment needed, good practices and practical tips. The creation of the video
CV does not require special equipment.
The next step in will be to create a professional social media profile. The trainers should
assist the students in identifying the most suitable solution for their context and provide
guidance in what can be included and what not in their profiles. Emphasis should be laid
on the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation.
The last step is building a soft skills self-promotion strategy. The contents of this section
are also available at the project’s homepage www.skills-4u.eu under the navigation
“Tools and Practice”. The aim of this section is to provide a detailed description of the
factors that influence promotion and visibility and to guide the student in deciding how
he/she can achieve the best results and widening his/her chances in getting the right
job.
The final output is an E-portfolio that includes the student’s demonstration of soft skills,
a video CV, links/reference to his/her professional social profile and his/her promotional
strategy.
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3 Operative tools
The operative tools section is intended for the students. They should use the tools and
the practical tips to implement the tasks and create the E-portfolio/portfolio, video CV,
their professional social media profile and the promotional strategy.

3.1 Method and tools to implement a portfolio of skills
3.1.1 Generic approach
Before going online, it is important to organise the process. We advise that you keep also
an analogue version of your portfolio. In this card box you will collect every artefact (or
copy of) that is relevant to your path such as diplomas, relevant letters, membership
cards, achievements, publications, list of contacts, CVs... During the assessment phase,
you might have started to fill your portfolio by producing evidences and analytical
thinking about soft skills.
Activity: from life experience to portfolio
Take a large piece of paper that you separate in three columns. On the right column, you
write the list of the twelve soft skills. On the left, you try to write experiences from your
personal and professional life that are important and that possibly can be related to
these soft skills. Then you link items from the two columns. Under the link, you mention
the “proof” that can be attached to your portfolio to show and demonstrate your
mastering of these skills.

3.1.2 Implementing an E-portfolio
An E-portfolio is a collection of digital files that are shared electronically for the purpose
of reflection, comment, evaluation and to increase your visibility. It is supported by a
website that enables users to collate digital evidences. E-portfolios can contain a wide
range of digital files, including, but not limited to, text or PDF documents, videos, sound
files, images and links to other websites or online resources. Some parts of the portfolio
can remain private before being published (or even can never be published), if you
estimate they are not “finished” or not relevant to your current objective.
There are several free options for creating E-portfolios:
• non specialised tools such as content management tools;
• specialised E-portfolio tools;
• social networks such as Facebook, LinkedIn, Xing, etc.
Several specialised tools are oriented towards career assessment or course assessment.
We will prefer the tools that are more oriented towards showing and sharing. We will
12
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also prefer the tools that give some space and freedom to the user to customize them.
Thus they will show that they master IT skills. These tools are mostly based on blog
platforms.
For employment purposes, the more appropriate tools are probably the professional
social networks such as LinkedIn. Although they give very little space to creativity, do not
reflect any IT skills from the user side, and do not allow an easy management of public vs
private part of your portfolio, they are really powerful for networking, in particular with
the “Push” approach that they are implementing.

3.1.3 Content management tools
According to Edumic3, five easy to use tools are available together with a large number of
tutorials:
Google Sites : It proposes several templates and upload files in many formats to
showcase example of works. There are several online tutorials available to support the
creation of a Google site (eg. Ms. Computer Teacher on how to make a digital portfolio:
http://www.mscomputerteacher.com/google-sites-and-digital-portfolios.html).
Evernote : Evernote is easy to use across devices and offers a lot of functionality within
its free version. For more in-depth tips, check out one Portland teacher’s
experience using Evernote for digital portfolios.
WordPress. You can install your own or use the Wordpress platform. Tutorials can be
found here: https://learn.wordpress.com/get-started/
Weebly : Weebly is yet another platform that makes it easy for people to create a
portfolio or a website using the visual template of their selection.
For the practical sessions of this project, the Google Sites will be used because they are
available for free and many people might already be familiar with them, due to their
wide spread use.

What is Google Sites?
Google Sites is a free web application for creating websites. You can develop the website
by yourself or collaborate with others to create the content of the pages. You can decide
the level of sharing you would like to permit, who the owners of the website are, and to
whom you would like to give permission to edit or revise the site. You can also provide
permission to visitors for viewing purposes only.4
3- 5 Free Tools For Making Digital Portfolios by Kristen Hicks on February 9, 2015 http://www.edudemic.com/tools-fordigital-portfolios/
4

https://www.montclair.edu/media/montclairedu/oit/documentation/eportfolios/Google-Sites-ePortfolio-3-13-PF-Final.pdf
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Why Use Google Sites?
It is free and easy to create. You do not need to know any web coding.
You can collaborate with other users or create the website solely.
It is integrated with other Google Apps and tools so you can easily share videos, photos,
presentations, or calendars. Your site is stored on Google’s server. The basic version
offers 100 MB of free online storage. 5

3.1.4 Specialised E-portfolio tools
On https://eportfolioreview.wordpress.com/eportfolio-list/ you will find a list of portfolio
tools (including content management tools).
For the needs of this project, the official Google Sites E-portfolio tutorial will be used.
The tutorial can be found here: https://sites.google.com/site/eportfolioapps/onlinetutorials-sites/sites-how-to.

3.1.5 Social networks
Even if you manage your own blog we advise you create a detailed profile on a
professional social network important in your country (e.g. LinkedIn or Xing ....). Other
networks you should consider are: LinkedIn Recruiter, Facebook job application, My
Resume Builder and Visual CV.

3.1.6 What should be included in the portfolio?
There are no set rules on what to include in your E-portfolio because it is your creative
outlet to showcase your abilities and goals. But to help you get started, consider
including the following sections:
Welcome
Summarize who you are and a bit about what visitors will find in your E-portfolio. Give
your audience a flavour for what you are all about and let them know what you value.
Career objective/profile
Write a statement summarizing your objective. To be meaningful, your objective should
be specific and clear.
CV
Summarize your education, achievements, and work experience. Include detailed
information on your skills.
Work samples
This information is as diverse as your background. Upload articles, papers, projects,

5

https://www.montclair.edu/media/montclairedu/oit/documentation/eportfolios/Google-Sites-ePortfolio-3-13-PF-Final.pdf
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reports, and publications so that your audience can see your work. Consider including
graphics, audio and video for further illustration.
Study Abroad/ International Experience
Explanation of what you learned that will benefit the employer; specifics about projects
and photos.
Additional education
List conferences, seminars, workshops and any other professional development. Add
courses, degrees, certifications, and licenses.
Volunteer and extracurricular activities
List your activities or illustrate through photos. Such activities can reveal a number of
skills, such as organisational skills, social skills etc. that do not stand out in a CV but are
extremely important in a working environment.
References
List three to five people who have agreed to talk about your strengths, abilities and
experience. Be sure to include full contact information.
Letters of recommendation and testimonials
Include feedback you have received from employers, customers, professors, and
colleagues. You can also link to professional sites that allow such feedback such as
LinkedIn.

3.2 When and how to use a portfolio
The portfolio shows examples of activities you are able to perform, practical experiences
that you have acquired. It is your mirror. The self-assessment will allow you to promote
yourself while developing positive attitudes.
To check what you have learned
You have the summary and the trace of your main learning outcomes all together in one
place at your hand.
To develop self-esteem and self-confidence
The portfolio is a concrete realisation. It can be materialised by a real object, i.e. a
cardboard box, and by a virtual environment, i.e. the web site. As a result, it is your
achievement that demonstrates your ability to produce it and that mirrors your
creativity. As a process and through its content it proves your competences. It can be
particularly helpful if you have little or no paid work experience.
To elaborate CVs
The portfolio of competences is the basic ground for elaborating a CV. You can select
pieces of information that will be useful for the type of job application you are targeting.
15
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The CV is a one-shot-tool: you write a CV each time when you apply for a job and each
CV is different because it should be adapted to the expectations of the recruiter. The
portfolio is a lifelong tool. It grows with your experiences.
To obtain an interview
If you have an online portfolio, it is useful to show the link in your CV. Not all recruiters
will have a look at it but some will do, especially if your CV is short-listed. They will
obtain a more concrete idea of yourself as they will visualise what you are able to do.
To assist during job interviews
You can use your portfolio to prepare the interview, to remember yourself of previous
work experiences and activities that you have realised. But you can also bring your
portfolio, or part of it to the interview and show it to illustrate what you are saying.
To make the link between different periods of your working life
You portfolio will help you to maintain a link between the various steps of your
vocational path. By tracing the organisations that may have accompanied you, the
companies in which you have done practice periods, the steps you have undertaken, it
will make more efficient the support of counsellors/tutors/trainers.
To undertake accreditation of prior experiential learning
Little by little the concept of accreditation of prior experiential learning, is spreading
around the world. It allows responding more flexibly to the changes at work, in two
ways: 1) by giving access to a diploma, it increases the potential for mobility and hence
adaptability to change, and 2) by supporting reflection on experience and thinking in
terms of transferable skills, it helps individuals get back on their feet in changing jobs.
Your portfolio is the basic tool to undertake the accreditation of your prior learning.

3.3

Video CV

The following section will explain what a video CV is and will outline the main practical
steps in creating one and provide useful tips for creating a successful video CV.

3.3.1 What is a video CV
Video CVs are becoming popular in working environments. However, video CVs do not
replace traditional CVs, but rather enhance job applications by providing employers with
more insight into what an individual has to offer and showing some of the soft skills that
a person possesses. Furthermore, a video CV can create a lasting first impression of the
job applicant. A traditional CV outlines skills, qualifications and experience, whereas a
video CV throws light onto your personality and shows skills that cannot be seen in a
traditional CV. Moreover, having taken the time to prepare a video CV shows to the
employers that you are prepared to go the extra mile to succeed and that you are not
afraid to put extra effort into a task.
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The video CV will be included in your portfolio. Depending on the employment that you
target, in the same way that you will make several CVs adapted to the need of the
moment, basing yourself on your portfolio, you can also make several video CVs.

3.3.2 How to make a video CV
•

Keep it short. It is advised to make short video CV (VCV): no more than 2-3
minutes.6

•

Content: Develop your VCV like a story, with a structured beginning, middle and
end. Script it before you begin, but do not just read staccato. Do not forget to
introduce yourself properly at the start of the video and explain why you have
produced the clip. Leave contact details at the end of the video, too – email
address, phone number, and any professional social media sites you have. 7

•

Body language is also important. Maintain eye contact with the camera and have
a happy, smiling disposition.

•

It is important to dress as though you're attending an interview. Wear a suit if
you are seeking a formal position for which you will be expected to dress
formally, but to wear casual clothes if the environment you are seeking to join is
more relaxed and creative.

•

Practicalities: Before you send off your application to an employer, try to get
objective, honest feedback from a friend, family member or colleague. Label any
CDs or DVDs you send out clearly with your contact details; it is a good idea to
enclose a paper CV too, should anyone want your details for quick reference.

•

Technical considerations: However you decide to produce your video, make sure
the video is clear, well-lit and in focus. While a shaky mobile phone recording
might not be the best production method, you do not need to pay through the
excessive money for video editing software. Free software can do the job, from
Microsoft Movie Maker on Windows, to Apple iMovie on Macs. There’s also Wax
(http://www.debugmode.com/wax/)
and
Zwei-Stein
(http://zweistein.en.softonic.com/), which you can download free.

For this project, the Microsoft Movie Maker will be used for the VCV. The reason for
choosing Microsoft Movie Maker is that it is available for free, very often pre-installed on
computers, and that people are already familiar with some of its aspects. However, if
trainees are familiar with other video making software they will be free to use it.

3.3.3 What are the common mistakes to avoid?
•

6
7

Filming in an untidy environment. The environment should be tidy and
professional and the background should be either clear or work related or

http://www.totaljobs.com/careers-advice/cvs-and-applications/how-to-make-a-video-cv
http://www.totaljobs.com/careers-advice/cvs-and-applications/how-to-make-a-video-cv
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professional like an office space or a bookshelf or a computer etc.
•

Not speaking clearly. You have to communicate clearly your ideas like when
talking in a professional environment. Avoid mumbling and use professional
language.

•

Shuffling paper. Avoid holding paper notes. This gives the impression that you
are not able to present out of notes which is important when you try to
demonstrate presentation skills.

•

Having a script 'off camera' that you refer to while recording your video. It is
really obvious if you look away from the camera to read notes and it creates a
bad impression showing that you cannot speak off notes for a few minutes.

•

Try to approach recording your video CV in the same way you would a face-toface meeting. Do not do anything you wouldn't do in an interview.

3.3.4 Tips to create an attractive video CV
Make sure is appropriate8
Do not just create a video resume because you can, create one because it is relevant to
the job you want to do. If you are applying for a role in the online, media, social or
creative professions, then it is more likely a decent video resume will have the desired
effect, i.e., getting you invited for an interview. Do not send a video resume to a more
traditional type of company that won't "get it." You might do your chances more harm
than good.
Work from a script (but avoid reading directly from it)
Once you have finalized what exactly you want to cover, plan the main points you would
like to convey and jot down clear ways to say them. Writing your ideas ahead of time
encourages intention and clarity—and helps eliminate run-on sentences and excessive
“ums” and likes.
Do not just read your CV
The whole point of a video presentation is to offer a potential employer greater insight
into you than a traditional resume can, so just reading aloud the contents of your CV is a
waste of everyone's time. Use the video to help the employer get a sense of not just
what you have achieved, but what you are capable of achieving in the future and show
skills that is very difficult to show in a normal CV, such as communication skills. Tell them
why you would be the right person to hire and what you can do for them. You can,
however, highlight particularly relevant info from your résumé. Focus on your experience
and skills set (and possible education/training) especially relevant to the position.
Keep it short
8

http://mashable.com/2011/01/17/tips-video-resumes/#XcdVx1EtsGq3
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Keep your video resume short and think of it as your own personal teaser trailer.
Make sure your video is clear and audible
Employers want to see you and hear what you have to say! Reduce background noise,
choose a well-lit setting, and avoid having the camera pointing up your nose. These
things sound obvious, but they can make a difference.
Shoot several takes if necessary
The beauty of an application video is that you do not have to settle on a bad take. If
something went wrong or there was noise in the background or you get off track, do it
again. Do it as many times as necessary until you get a perfect result.
Watch your own video
Have you ever read through a document you have just written to discover spelling errors,
run-on sentences, or a few overused adjectives? The same applies to a video CV. You
should watch your video for the same reason: catching mistakes. Consider having a
friend check it out too—a fresh set of eyes can help notice mistakes or idiosyncrasies
that you may have overlooked.
Do not be afraid to be creative
If you're opting for a video resume, then go the whole hog and make it spectacular. Be
creative, whether that's with the concept of your pitch, use of humour, clever production
values or brilliant editing. However, be creative, but professional. Do not deviate too
much from the behaviour you would have in the workplace.9

3.3.5 Equipment needed for a video CV
Camera
In order to create your own video resume, there are a few essential pieces of equipment
you will need. The most essential piece of equipment will be your camera. You do not
need to spend a lot of money on a camera; most cameras now can produce a very clean
image with enough light. You can even a smart phone camera since most smartphones
shoot videos in a quality high enough for the web and it works great! If you do not have
access to one of these devices, ask your family or friends if they know of one you can
borrow.
Lights
Once you have a camera picked out, the next piece of gear highly recommended is lights.
Natural room lighting can work in some cases, but for the best results you should find a
room with no windows so you can have complete control over the lighting setup.
Microphone
The final piece of recommend equipment is a quality microphone or external audio
recording device. For the most part, built-in audio recorders on cameras are very limited.
9

http://mashable.com/2011/01/17/tips-video-resumes/#XcdVx1EtsGq3
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If you are recording with a smartphone, try a clip on microphone. For camcorders or
DSLR cameras with a microphone jack, you should use a good quality mic.

3.3.6 Shooting the Video CV
If you are relatively new to cameras, the best and safest option will be to set all of the
settings on auto. When you do this, the camera will be adjusting based on the lighting
set up you have. If you have windows in the shot or have them in the room, be aware of
the sun or clouds changing positions. The camera will be trying to adjust to this, and it
may have an effect on the subject you are lighting. It could also change the quality of
your video if you have to make cuts or re-shoot parts later.
In regards to shot composition, position yourself on the camera in what is referred to as
a medium close-up shot. This is when you are shooting from the waist up, and when you
allow yourself a few inches of head room at the top of the frame. This is important, since
this will help you later when editing. While shooting, try and use as few hand gestures as
possible. Avoid swaying side to side or looking off screen. The last thing you want is to
look nervous and uneasy in front of the camera. Take your time, do some deep
breathing, and just relax!

3.4

Using social media/tools to promote one’s self

Take advantage of the social and communication media. For example, register at
LinkedIn upload a video CV. The more links, indirectly show communication skills.
Comments and skills assessment from colleagues in LinkedIn can be a powerful tool. You
should also link these accounts to your E-portfolio.

Applications to be considered:
LinkedIn, LinkedIn Recruiter, Facebook job application, My Resume Builder etc.
Create a profile on a professional network such as Linkedin, Viadeo, Xing (depending on
the more popular in your country). A list of social networking websites is available on
Wikipedia at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_social_networking_websites
Online tools for better visualization and overview of CV: re.vu, virtualize.me,
resumup.com.
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Appendix 1: How to create E-portfolio with Google Sites
The following text is an extract from the Google documentation
https://sites.google.com/site/eportfolioapps/online-tutorials-sites/sites-how-to
Step 1: Getting Started: Creating Your Own E-portfolio
1) Go to sites.google.com
2) If you already have a Google Account (gmail, blogger, etc.), use it to log in
3) If you do not have a Google Account, click on Sign Up to create a new account and
follow the setup steps

4) Click Create
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5) Follow the steps to create a new page.
• Click on a Template
• Enter a name for your site under Name Your Site. The Site location will
automatically populate as the site name removing the spaces and any special
characters. Remember that your site URL MUST be unique. If you will be sharing
your URL with others, shorter is often easier; you can override the default and
enter a URL of your choosing.
• Select a theme and More options will be discussed later.
• Enter the code and click Create

Step 2: Editing Pages
1) Click on the pencil icon to edit a page

The page editor screen allows you to add content to your page. The interface is
similar to a document editor allowing you to change the font, add links, create
lists, create bullet lists, etc
22
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To Insert an Image:
2) Click on Insert
3) Select Image

The pop-up box gives you the option to upload an image from your computer
4) Select Uploaded images
5) Click Browse to find the image on your hard drive and click OK
OR
5) Select Web address (URL)
6) Insert the URL of the web image and click OK

To Insert a Link:
6) Highlight the text you want to become a link
7) Click on Insert and select Link
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8) In the Create Link pop-up box, determine whether you want to use an existing page
in your site (Sites page), a Web Address or an Apps Script
9) Click on the appropriate option
10) Enter the URL or select the correct page (if using an existing page in your site) and
click OK

To Insert a Video:
11) Click on Insert and select Video
12) Choose either Google Video, YouTube or Google Docs Video
13) Enter the URL of the Google Video or YouTube clip you want to use and click Save
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Step 3: Adding Pages
1) Click on the New Page button to create a new page

2) Enter a name for the page under Name your page:
3) Click on Web Page to select a template
4) Select a location:
• Select Put page at the top level to make the page at the same level as the Home
page
• Select Put the page under ...(one of your page names) to make it a subpage to one of your pages
• Click on Create

Step 4: Formatting
Formatting Defaults:
The default setting for pages in Google Sites is to allow others to add
Attachments and/or Comments which appear as links at the bottom of the
page.
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13) If you Do not want these options to appear on your page, click the More button
in the top right corner and click Page Settings

14) Uncheck the boxes for Allow attachments and Allow comments to remove the links
and click
Save
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Additional Formatting Options:
1) Click on the More button in the top right corner and select Manage site from the
drop down list
From this menu, you can opt to change the colours, fonts and theme of your site.

Step 5: Editing the Sidebar
The Sidebar helps site visitors find what they are looking for and stays with
the user while navigating the site.
1) Click on the More button in the top right corner and select Edit slide layout
2) Click on Sidebar

A Sidebar button appears to the left
3) Click the +
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4) Scroll down the list and click Add under Navigation

5) Click on Navigation
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6) In the Configure Navigation window, uncheck the Automatically organize my
navigation box
7) Click Add page
8) You will see a list of your available pages. Select the pages you want to display on
the sidebar and click OK. You will need to do this step for every page you want
displayed on your sidebar.
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9) You can then arrange the pages in the order of your choosing by using the arrow
buttons
10) Click OK when the order is correct and save your changes
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Appendix 2: How to edit a video CV using Windows Live Movie
Maker
The following text is based on the Microsoft documentation
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-vista/getting-started-with-windowsmovie-maker
Windows Live Movie Maker is the latest in a long series of Windows Movie
Maker video editing programs. It is available as a free download from the
Microsoft Web site at www.microsoft.com. A comprehensive video tutorial can
also be found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JNKRCaiox4E
Windows Live Movie maker allows you to make movies and slide shows that
can be saved to your computer, put on a CD, uploaded to a Web service (such
as YouTube) or, by using Windows DVD Maker, turned into a DVD that is
playable on most DVD machines.
In this section we will explore many of Windows Live Movie Maker’s features.
The Live Movie Maker work area resembles the standard Microsoft Office
layout. There is a ribbon across the top with a series of tabs. When the tabs are
clicked, as with Office, the ribbon will change.
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On the left side of the work area is a preview screen. You will be able to watch
your video here as you work on it. On the right side of the screen is an area that
will become a sort of time line. The first thing that you need to do is to
determine the source of your raw video or photographs. You have three basic
choices:
•
•
•

You can open video or photograph files that you have already placed on
your computer
You can import the files from a camera
You can capture video from a Web cam that is connected to your computer

You have two ways to bring into Live Movie Maker files that are already on your
computer.
NOTE: Moving video or photographic files from a camera or camcorder to your
computer may require special software. Consult your camera or camcorder’s
owner’s manual for information. The process may vary depending on the
manufacturer, or the availability of a memory card slot on your computer.
You can click the “Click here to browser for videos and photos” link in the right side of
the work area. You can also click Add Videos and Photos on the ribbon. Both options are
circled in the illustration below.
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Starting a Video
Click either of the two “browse” links. The Add Video and Photos panel will open.
Navigate to the video, or videos, you wish to use. Select the video, then click OK. You
can add several video clips if you wish.
NOTE: Windows Live Movie Maker is capable of working with many different
video file types including WMV, MOD, MOV, MP2, and many more. It will not
work with Flash FLV or SWF.
Your video will now be available for editing. An example is shown below.

You can add effects, sound, and more. However, most people prefer to edit the video
first and then add enhancements.
Click the Video Tools tab that now appears above the ribbon. The various video editing
tools become available.

The Video volume button allows you to set the overall sound level for the movie,
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The Fade in and Fade out let you set speeds at which the video will appear or disappear.
The Speed control has options for speeding up or slowing down your video clip.
The Split tool will split the clip at a point you select.
With the Trim tool you can adjust the portion of the clip you want to use.
The Set start point and Set end point tools are used to trim off the beginning or end of
the video.

The preview pane on the left side of the screen
allows you to play the video that you are working
on. This is very handy when you want to see how
your project is coming together.

The timeline on the right side of you screen is where you do your editing work. If you
have a long clip, or if you have several video clips or photographs, the timeline will
expand and become longer. It may extend down over several rows.

A black vertical bar called the “playhead” extend down over the active area of the time
line.
The playhead is marked
with an arrow on the
right.
Left click and drag the
playhead up and down the
timeline. The view in the
preview pane will show
the video frame that the
playhead is on.
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Once you have located a desired frame in the video using the playhead you can use
Split, Trim, or Set tools to edit the video clip.

Adding music is often the next logical step.
The Add music button on the ribbon is a two-part button.
If you click the top part the Add Music panel will appear.

If you click the bottom half you will be given two
choices. The Add music option will add music
starting at the beginning of the video, the Add
music at the current point choice allows you to
add music at the playhead’s position.
Click the Add music button, navigate to the music that you want to use, then click OK.
The music will be added as a new track on the time line.
Notice that the music track is colored green
and it has been labeled with the name of the
track.

Click the Music Tools
tab on the ribbon.
The Music Tools are similar to those for video. You can control fades and volume. You can
also set start times, set end points, and more.
Experiment with the Music Tools to edit the music.
Click the Home tab after you have edited the music.
At this point you can either finish the movie yourself by customizing it, or you can let
Live Movie Maker take over.
We will do both, but first we will customize the move.
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Click the Title button on the ribbon. Live Movie Maker will change and resemble the
illustration below.

Type a title in the text box that appears in the
preview window.

Customize the title using the text tools.

You will notice that the text tools are very similar to those available in other Microsoft
Office programs, such as Word. The primary difference is that you now have the option
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of setting the starting time and duration of the text. The start time controls how soon
the text appears, and the duration specifies how long it remains on the screen.
You can also apply any one of several different effects to your title. The illustration
below shows some of the effects that are available.

You can see even more effects by clicking the down arrows on the right side of
the effects panel.
You do not have to apply and modify effects manually. With Windows Live Movie
Maker you can command the format a video for you.

Click the Home tab. In the AutoMovie themes section of the ribbon you will find several
themes that you can apply to your movie.

Additional themes can be found by click the down arrows on the right side of the
AutoMovie themes area.
AutoMovie will apply effects, transitions, and more to your video. If you do not like a
theme you can easily change to another one.
Although AutoMovie is excellent for quickly creating fully formatted movies, you may
want to make your video as customized as possible. In addition to the editing option
that we have already discussed, you may also work with the following choices.
Click the Animation tab on the ribbon to discover a range of transitions that can be
applied to your clips. These transitions are effects that allow you to customize how
your video goes from clip to clip. The effects range from simple fades to complicated
graphical animations.
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Click the Visual Effects tab on the ribbon to gain access to a group of effects that can add
interest or correct problems. These effects include choices for making colour effects,
such as sepia toning, to posterizing.
A button on the right side of the Effects section allow you to control the brightness.

Saving Your Project
As with most other video editing programs, Windows Live Movie Maker creates a project
file. This project file is not a true movie in that it is not playable outside of Live Movie
Maker. The file retains all of your components and editing data. You must export the
project file to a finished video file format.
The first and most essential step is to save the project file. You can return to it at any
time to further edit your video.
Click the down arrow at the left end
of the ribbon. It is next to the Home
tab.
From the panel that appears select either
Save project or Save project as.
Navigate to where you want to
keep the project, give it a name,
then click save.

Exporting a Movie
To make a movie that is watchable
outside of Windows Live Movie Maker
the project must be exported.
Click the Home tab on the ribbon.
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On the right side of the ribbon you will
find several options for sharing your
movie online. You can click the buttons
for SkyDrive, Facebook, YouTube,
Windows Live Groups, or Fliskr. Follow
the steps and you can upload your video.
You can also export and save the video in
other ways by clicking the Save move
button.
After clicking the Save movie button you
can select from several options on the
drop down menu.

The “Recommended for this project” option automatically selects settings that Live
Movie Maker believes is appropriate for your video.
For high-definition display creates a very high quality video that should look as good as
possible on an HD screen. The actual end quality of the video will depend on many
factors including how well that original video was recorded. Clicking this option does
not necessarily guarantee Hollywood-level results.
If you click Burn a DVD Windows Live Movie Maker will open Windows DVD Maker. This
is another programs that is used to create DVDs that can be played in a regular DVD
machine. You can create custom menus and much more.
The For computer option will create a higher quality movie that is intended for
playback on your computer.
A radically reduced and compressed video will be made if you select the For email
option. It is important to note that even when the video file has been compressed, it
is likely to still be too large for most email recipients’ mail boxes if it is larger than a
few seconds.
Other options for exporting for mobile devices are available.
At the bottom of the panel is a choice for creating custom settings. This is useful if
your finished project must be different than the “standard” setting which are
available.
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